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DISTRIBUTION OF CLOSED GEODESICS

WITH A PREASSIGNED HOMOLOGY CLASS

IN A NEGATIVELY CURVED MANIFOLD

TOSHIAKI ADACHI

§ 1. Introduction

Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold whose geodesic flow φt:

UM->UM on the unit tangent bundle is of Anosov type. In this paper we

count the number of ^-closed orbits and study the distribution of prime

closed geodesies in a given homology class in HX(M, Z). Here a prime

closed geodesic means an (oriented) image of a <prclosed orbit by the

projection p: UM —> M.

In the preceding paper [3] with Sunada, we see that there exist in-

finitely many prime closed geodesies in each homology class. In this

context we are led to a natural problem of the distribution of closed

geodesies in a given homology class. Concerning this problem, Bowen [4],

[5], having introduced a measure associated with closed orbits of an

Axiom A flow, showed that closed geodesies (without any restrictions on

their homology classes) are uniformly equidistributed. Recently, Parry [8]

provides an alternative proof for Bowen's result, based on the zeta func-

tions of flows.

For a loop c in M, let [c] be the homology class represented by c.

Given a ^-periodic point x e UM, we denote by p(x) the closed orbit con-

taining x.

THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold whose geodesic

flow φt is of Anosov type. For any a e Hλ{M, Z), the set of all ψt-periodic

points x with [p(p(x))] — a is dense in UM.

In particular, prime closed geodesies in a form a dense subset in M.

To get more precise information on the distribution of prime closed
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geodesies, we introduce the following orbital measures on UM. Given a

coset stf of a finite index subgroup of HX{M, Z) and a positive T and e, we

define measures μτ,ε,^ and ΐ>τ,ε,^ by

Σ
p=ρ(a?), [
T ' < (

ΓW(*))*Mί>).
Jo

ίr(P)

0

for each smooth function g on Z7M, where r(p) denotes the period of p.

Normalize them so that

μτ,ε,Ag) = μτ,ε,Ag)lμτ,ε,Aϊ) and vτ%*%*{g) = ΐ>τ,ε,Ag)lϊτ,ε,Aϊ)

THEOREM 2. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 1, prime closed

geodesies with a preassίgned homology class are "nearly" equίdistributed

in the following sense: For any cosets stf, & of an arbitrary finite index

subgroup of i?i(M, Z), positive ε and a smooth function g,

> I
J U

μτ,ε,Ag)—> f
J U

as T—> oo, where μ is the φt-invariant maximal entropy measure.

In the special case that H^M, Z) is finite, we can conclude that prime

closed geodesies are equidistributed.

Our approach to Theorem 1 is based on the technique of graphical

approximations for flows, which was given in [3]. There is an irreducible

oriented finite graph embedded in UM such that each ^-closed orbit is

approximated by a closed path in the graph (see § 2). Briefly speaking,

what we do is to compute traces associated with this graph. Edges are

weighted so that they have information not only on periods of closed

orbits but also on places where they are embedded. Once expressed by

matrices the method given in [3] is refined in Section 4, in particular,

Theorem 1 is proved. To prove Theorem 2 we apply a number-theoretic

argument; we define "weighted" L-functions for φt and analyze their an-

alyticity and poles (cf. [2], [8], [9]).

The author is very grateful to T. Sunada for giving him much valuable

advice.
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§ 2. Graphical approximation of the geodesic flow

In this section we recall a graphical approximation of the geodesic

flow φt given in [3], which is a consequence of Bowen's symbolic dynamics

[6].

We first sketch some basic materials. An oriented finite graph con-

sists of a finite set of vertices V and a set of edges E c V X V. A path

c (or more precisely a r-step path) in a graph (V, E) is an element of the

form c = (v0, - - , υr) e V X X V (r + 1 factor), with (vi9 vί + 1) e E for any

0 < i < r — 1. Put o(c) = ϋ0, t(c) = LV and \c\ = r. We call c closed if

o(c) = t(c), and call prime if it is not a non-trivial tower of other closed

path. Two r-step closed paths c = (vQ9 ,vr) and cf — (w0, , wr) are

said to be equivalent if υi + k = wi9 ί e Z\rZ for some k. A cycle <c) is the

equivalence class containing c. If c is a r-step closed path, there are at

most r different closed paths in (c). From now we only treat irreducible

oriented finite graphs, that means for any two vertices there exists a path

joining them.

Given a finite graph (V, E), a subshift of finite type Σ(V, E) is a

compact O-dimensional space defined by

{ξ = (ξ4) e Π V|(ξf, U e S for any £ e Z} .

The shift operator <r. ^(V, £J) -+Σ(V, E) is a continuous map defined by

σ(ξ). = σ(ξ)ί + 1. For a strictly positive function I on 2XV, £) we define a

suspension IX V, E, I) by

) and 0 < s </(?)},

where (£, /(<f)) and (σf, 0) are identified. On this space there is a vertical

flow a{ΐ)t given by σ(ΐ)t(ξ, s) = (£,£+ s) with appropriate identifications.

Let c - (u0, , vr) be a closed path in (V, E). Define ξ(c) e Σ(V, E)

by ξ(c)j — vί9 j = i (mod r), and put

We frequently identify a cycle <c> with the σ(ΐ)roτbit cycle p(c). Here to

avoid any confusion we explain the meaning of orbit cycles. An orbit

cycle p is a £-th tower of some closed orbit p', and the period of p is k~

times the minimal period of pf. A closed orbit is also called a prime orbit

cycle.
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Let us return to our geodesic flow. The technique of graphical ap-

proximations is based on a Markov family. Each Markov family V defines

an irreducible non-circuit graph (V, E), which is naturally embedded in

UM as a CW-complex. The importance of this graph is the following

relationship with the flow φt: There are strictly positive Lipschitz con-

tinuous function I and a continuous surjective finite-to-one map p: Σ(V, E, Γ)

—> C/Msuch that p o a(l)t = ψt © p. We refer to this suspension as a principal

suspension. Let c denote the natural embedding of (V, E) into UM. It is

known [3] that if we define a finite-to-one correspondence Φ of the set of

cycles in (V, E) onto the set of <pΓorbit cycles by c *-> p(p(c)) then c(c) and

Φ«c» are free homotopic. Therefore we can reduce the problem of esti-

mating the number of ^-closed orbits to that of counting prime closed

paths in an irreducible finite graph associated with ψ,t (see [3]).

Among various features of geodesic flows we pay attention to the

reversible property; ψt{— x) = — ψ-t(x) for any x e UM. One can construct

a Markov family and the principal suspension so that they inherit this

property (see [1] and [14]).

PROPOSITION 3. There exists a Markov family (V, E) for <pt of arbitrarily

small size and with orientation-reversing involution K: V--> V such that for

any closed path c = (vQi , vr), p(Φ((c})) and p(Φ((κc})) represent the same

closed geodesic in M with different orientations, where KC — (κvr, , κv0).

§ 3. Twisted Perron-Frobenius theorem

In counting closed paths in a graph, we shall make use of "twisted"

aperiodic matrices associated to this graph. We summarize in this section

some of results about eigenvalues of "twisted" non-negative matrices.

See [3] for proofs.

Let (F, E) be an oriented irreducible finite graph. Regarding (F, E)

as a 1-dimensional CW-complex, we denote by π: (V9E)-*(V,E) the

universal covering and by TΓ^F, E) the fundamental group, which is gen-

erated by homotopy classes of closed paths in (F, E). Decompose Finto

primitive parts Vίy , Vu (see [2] for example), put Vx = π~\V^) and choose

a subset 9 in Vx so that Vx = {JreπJ@ and Ϊ@Γ\@ = 0 if ϊ φ Id.

Given a character X: πx{V, E)-+{zeC\\z\ = 1}, let ^ χ be the vector

space of complex-valued functions h on V1 satisfying h o γ = X(γ)h for any

T e π^V, E). If one defines δϊyW: V, -> C for w e 3 by
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Oχ,w\V) — <

10 otherwise,

{δχ,w}υ>ea forms a basis of ^ χ .

Let F be a non-negative function on E. We always suppose F Φ 0.

Define an operator J£V>χ: ^χ -» ^ by

^,χΛ(y) = Σ W>o), Φi)) W i ; ^ ) , τr(uv))Λ(^),
c

where c = (u0, •• ,uv) runs over all v-step closed paths in (F, £) with

o(c) = ZΛ By using the basis {δXtW}wes, we represent J ^ χ by a d-dimen-

sional matrix L ^ , where d = # (Fj), the cardinality of Fj. These matrices

LF>Z varies smoothly with respect to F and continuously with respect to

X.

When 1 = 1, the trivial character, L^j is an aperiodic non-negative

matrix. For a general 1 we can view L^?z something like a matrix obtained

by "twisting" LF\ with the character X. Using Perron-Frobenius theorem

we can prove

PROPOSITION 4 ([3]). 1) LF,ι has a simple positive eigenvalue λ(F) and

an associated positive eigenvector,

2) other eigenvalue μ of LFyΐ than λ(F) satisfies \μ\ < λ(F)9

3) λ(F) = msiXheRd {min^^d^^o (LFΛh)Jlhj \ h > 0, hφO},

4) for each character X, any eigenvalue μ of LFa satisfies \μ\<λ(F),

5) LFa has an eigenvalue of the form λ(F) exp *f^Λψ if and only if

^(W) = exp(V — lψjc|/v) for any closed path c in (V, E), where [c] is the

conjugacy class in π^V, E) represented by c.

Remark. The maximal eigenvalue λ(F) does not depend on the choice

of primitive part Vx.

§ 4. Existence of infinitely many closed paths

We shall prove the following proposition which is a key of this paper.

PROPOSITION 5. Let (V, E) be a irreducible finite graph of a Markov

family for the geodesic flow φ.t with associated involution tc. For each a e

H^M, Z) and v e V, there exist infinitely many prime closed paths c in

(V, E) with o(c) = v and with prime Φ«c» satisfying [p(Φ«c»)] = a.

To prove this we utilize the irreducible graph (Vr, Er) of ^-step paths

in (V, E), which is defined by
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V = {v = (υ0, -", yr)|r-step paths in (V, E)},

Er = {(v,w)eVrχ Vr\vt = wii+u 0 < i <

Note that this graph also admits an orientation reversing involution it:

Vr-> Vr given by tc(vOy , vr) == (ic(i;r), , (vQ)). The natural projection

ω: Vr —> V defined by ω(v) = f0, though it also reverses the orientation,

gives a connection between (Vr, Er) and (V, i?). For example, a closed

path c = (ι;0, , rm) in (Vr, JEr) can be identified with the closed path

ω(c) = (ω(vm), , ω(v0)) in (V, £J). Define a continuous map of (Vr, Er)

into ?7M by t o ω and a correspondence of the set of cycles in (Vr, Er)

onto the set of ^-orbit cycles by Φ o α>. By Proposition 3, for any closed

path c, * o α)(c) is free homotopic to Φ«ωc», and p(Φ«ωc») and p(Φ(ω(tcc)}))

= p(Φ((fc(ωc)})) represent the same closed geodesic with different orienta-

tions.

Approximating the princpal suspending function ί we have

PROPOSITION 6 ([3]). Given a positive ε with e < /ιtop, there exist a

positive integer r and a strictly positive function f on Er such that

1) λ ( e x p ( e - Λ t o p ( / ) ) > l

2) min(^)</<max(^)

3) f(fcc) = f(c) for any closed path c in (Vr, Er), where

m - l «

f(c) = Σ fiVu vi+d if c = (ι?0, , v J .
i = 0

Given i; e V, let V7* be the primitive part of Vr containing an element

v e Vr with ω(v) = v. For simplicity we set / = (ε — htop)f and λ = ^(exp /).

We define a non-negative function gΌ on Er by

otherwise.

Let i?! = HX(M, Z) denote the character group of HX{M, Z). Regarding

leH1 as a character of π1(Vr,Er) through the homomorphisms

πi(V% E') - ^ πiUM) - ^ πi(M) > HX{M, Z) ,

we shall consider the matrices L(X, s) = Lexpif + Sgv)a, s e R. Let λ^X, s),

• , Λd(X, s) (Uχ(X, s) I > > \λd(X, s)\) denote the eigenvalues of L(X, s) and

put Sm(X, s) = Trace (L(%, s)m). By an easy calculation of matrix elements

we have
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( 1 ) Sm(X, β) = Σ χ ( M ) exp {f(c) + sgv(c)} ..
c

where c runs over all m^-step closed paths in (Vr, Er) with o(c)eV{.

The presence of the associated involution K guarantees that Sm(X, 0) is a
A.

real number for any m and 1 e Hλ. In fact, we have

l, 0) = Σ *(b ° ' ° ω(c)l) exp/(c)
c

= Σ^([p(Φ«ω(c)»)])exp/(c)
C

= Σ *([- p(Φ«^(c)»)]) exp/(κc)

) = Sm(Z, 0 ) .
c

Hence λt(X9 0) e R iϊ \λt(X, 0) | > \λ2(X, 0)|.

LEMMA 7. λ(s) — λ^l, s) is a smooth function on R with λ'(s) > 0.

Proof. Since λ(s) is an isolated eigenvalue of L(s) — L(l, s), by per-

turbation theory of matrices, we know that λ(s) is smooth and that there

is a smooth map u(s): R->Rd with L(s)u(s) = λ(s)u(s) and u(s) > 0. It is

an easy consequence of 3) of Proposition 4 that λ'(s) > 0. Now suppose

λ'(s0) = 0 for some s0. Put C = min^^^ {— ^(soJ/w/so)} — 1 and define

/i(s) = exp {C(s — so)}u(s). Differentiating the equality L(s)h(s) — λ(s)h(s),

we have

L'(βo)Λ(so) + L(so)Λ'(βo) = λ(so)h'(s,).

Since Λ(50) > 0 and L'(sQ) = i> ôeXP(/+s0gv),i is a non-zero and non-nega-
tive matrix, we get

i'WMβo) > 0, L'(sQ)h(s*) Φ 0 , L(soM*o) < ^soW(So)

Again 3) of Proposition 4 implies

L(sQ)h'(sQ) = ^ S o M s o ) ,

which leads us to a contradiction I/(so)Λ(so) = 0.

For each α: e H^M, Z), we denote by ^ w ( Vr α) the set of ra-step closed

paths c in (Vr, Er) with [p(Φ<ωc»] = a, and by ^ n (V r ; a) the set of all

prime c e # n ( V r ; α) with prime Φ«ωc». Put

Σ 8v(c) exp/(c),

gv(c)expf(c).
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By the definition of gv, to prove Proposition 5, it is enough to show

Gm(a) > 0 for infinitely many m.

Let dX denote the Haar measure on Hι with dX = 1. Using the

orthogonal relation of characters and (1), we have

where S£(X, 0) = (d/ds)\s=0 Sm(X, s). Since / and gv are real-valued, one can

rewrite this equality as follows;

J H

In order to estimate Cm(a) we shall deal with eigenvalues of the

matrix L(X, s). By Proposition 4, L(X, s) has an eigenvalue of the form

Λj(χ, s) = exp(V^l^P(s), 0 < ψ. < 2π, if and only if

for any closed path c in (Vr, Er). As we have

such case occurs if and only if X — 1 or X = Xo, where Xo e Hx (if exists)

uniquely determined by the formula

for any closed path c in (Vr, Er).

Given a positive B with B < Λ, we set

and

By petturbation theory of eigenvalues, if S is sufficiently close to Λ, we

have {λ^X, 0)\>\λ2(X, 0)|. Hence i75 = U£ U L "̂, and U^ and J7^ are open

neighborhoods of 1 and XQ respectively. It should be also noted that U£

and Uβ shrink to {1} and {Xo} as B goes to λ.

We now estimate Cm(a) from below.

LEMMA 8. There is a constant Cλ such that ifXeH^Uβ then\S'm(X,ϋ)\

< C1mBm~i for any m.
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Proof. For each X* e Hλ there exist open neighborhoods U(X*),

of X* and continuous maps hu , hd: U(X*) —> Cd such that

1) the closure of W(X*) is contained in U(X*).

2) for any X e U(X*), hλ(X), , hd(X) are linearly independent eigen-

vectors for L(X, 0). By means of the Schmidt's orthogonalization we get a

continuous map Px^ of U(X*) into the vector space Mat(d, C) of d-dimen-

sional complex matrices such that P^(X)"1L(X, O)P (̂X) is an upper triangular

matrix for each X e £/(%#).

Since Hί is compact, one can choose finite Xu •• , I J ef f 1 so that

Hx = U^x W(Xj). Put Pj = PXj and define Qά(X, s) = Pj(X)'1L(X, s)Pj(X) for

X e £/(5Q and s € /?. We have

S'JX, 0) = m Trace {L (̂χ, 0)L(χ, 0)-1}

= ιιι Trace {QX

Given P e Mat(<2, C) we shall denote by P.kl the (k, Z)-entry of P. Put

C = max max max |Q/X, 0).fcZ |,

C" = max max max |Q]{X, 0).u \,

and

0 1 .

o
• 1

o

i e M a t ( d , C ) .

Since Nd+1 is a zero matrix and \Qj(X,0).kk\<B if XeH^U^ there is a

constant C" such that

for each

we have

and A < /. As Q/X, O)771"1 is an upper triangular matrix,

|Trace {<?;(%, 0)Qj(X, O)-1}] <\d{d

and get the conclusion.

LEMMA 9. There exist positive constants C2, C3, A and B with *J λ

<B < A.< λ such that if XQ(— a) = 1 (or if Xo does not exist)
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C2m(a) > 2m{C 2A 2- 1 - C3B 2 - 1 } ,

and if Xo( — a) = — 1

C ϊ w + 1(α) > (2m + l){C2A
2m -

/or any m.

Proof. Since Λ,,(X, s) varies continuously, one can find positive δ, Bx

and .B2 so that

1) V T < Bx < B2 < λ,

2) \λz(X, s) I < B 1 if | s | < 5 and X e £7^.

In particular, λx{l, s) is a simple eigenvalue of L(X, s), hence the map λ^l, s):

UB2 X (— δ9 δ) —> C is smooth with respect to s. Here we note that Λί(X0, 0)

— — λ{(lf 0) because Â XQ, S) = — λ^l, s) for any s.

By Lemma 8, for any B2 < B < λ, we have \S'm(x9 0)\ <C1mBm-ί for

X 6 H]\UB. Applying the same argument as Lemma 8, there is a constant

C such that

I S'JX, 0) - mλi(X, s)̂ j(X, s)771-1

for any m and X e t/g. In fact, as the eigenspace associated with λx{l, s)

varies smoothly with respect to s and continuously with respect to X, we

have a map £(X, s): ί/5X (£, <5) -> Mat (d — 1, C) which is s-smooth and

X-continuous, and which satisfies

Trace (L(X, s)m) = Sm(X, s) - λtf, s)™ .

Now in the first place, we suppose Xo(— a) = 1. Since ^(1, 0) > 0 >

λi(X09 0), there is B2 < B < λ such that

0te {X(- ά)λί(X, 0)} > 0 for X e U+

and

Me {%(- ά)λ[(l, 0)} < 0 for X e U^ .

Choose positive A so that B < A < λ and put A -= min{^β{X(- a)λ[(X, 0)}|X

1\UB

e UJ} Since Stε {%(- a)λi(X, Ojμ^X, O)2771"1 > 0 for any X e 17B, we have

C2m(a) = f ^β {X(- a)S'2m(X, 0)}dX + ί

>2m[ Ste{X(- a)λi(X, 0)Λ(X
J UB
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- f \SUt, 0) - 2mλ[{l, 0R(X, 0) 2 M-'Idl
J UB

-£wjsς(χ,o)|dz

J UA

- 2CmB2

1

m-ί - 2C1mB2m~1

> 2mA2m~1Λ vol (Eft) - 2m(C + QB2™"1.

(In case 1Q does not exist this argument can also be applied.)

In the second we suppose %0(— a) = — 1. There is B2 < B < Λ with

£%e{l{— a)λi(l, 0)} > 0 for any 1 e UB. Repeating the same computation we

get the conclusion.

For i; e V and a e HX{M, Z), let tfn(a; v) denote the set of c e Vn(V; a)

with o(c) = v. If c e ^ V j α ) satisfies gv(c) > 0, then there exists c' e

^w(α:; u) which is equivalent to c. Note also that

gv(c) exp/(c) < n exp {(ε - htop)n min(£)}.

Therefore we have

COROLLARY 10. If Xo(— a) = 1, ίΛe^

t ^ 2 m i α ; ϋ) > (C2A27"-"1 — CzB
2m~ι) exp {2(/ιtOϋ — ε)mi

2mι̂

and if %Q( — a) = — 1, ί/ien

#^(2m + i)v(α; y) > -7 ς- (C 2A 2 m - C3J52m) exp{(/ι top - ε)(2m
(2m + l)v

In particular, ^n(a; υ) is not empty for infinitely many n.

In order to get an estimate of Gm(a), we need auxiliary graphs (see

[3] and [6]). Using informations on them, we can conclude the following

by the same way as Lemmas 2-3 and 2-4 in [3].

LEMMA 11. There exist positive constants C4 and C5 such that if

U- «) = i

( 2 ) G2m(a) > 2m{C 2A 2 m- 1 - C,B2m~'} - 8C4m3^m - 4C 5 m 2 ,

and if Xo(— a) = — 1

( 3 ) G 2 m + 1(α) > (2m + l){C2A
2 m — C3B

2m} — 8C4(m + l ) 3 / m + 1 — 4C5(m + I) 2
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for any m > 1.

This completes the proof of Proposition 5. In fact, since the right

sides of (2) and (3) are dominated by A2 m - 1 and A2m respectively, these

estimates imply that #{c e ^2mXV; a) \ o(c) = v} or #{c e ^(2m+i)/V; a)\o(c) = v}

grows exponentially with respect to m.

Proof of Theorem 1. Given an open set D in UM, we choose a Markov

family (V, E) for φt with associated involution and of small size so that

there is v e V with v C D. The previous argument implies that there is

a prime closed path ce U fe^ fc(α; ι/) with prime p = Φ«c)). Since pf) v Φ

0, this leads us to the conclusion.

§ 5. Equidistribution of prime closed geodesies

We now mention the equidistribution of closed geodesies with a

preassigned homology class. It has been noted that there is a resemblance

between prime closed geodesies and prime ideals in number fields ([9], [10],

[17]). Our work in this section is an analogue of Chebotarev's density

theorem and refines Bowen's result (cf. [8]). Throughout this section, let

H be a finite index subgroup of H,(M, Z) and s/ e G = H,(My Z)/H. We

denote by G the character group of G. Given 1 e G and a smooth func-

tion g on UM, we define ηg(s; 1) by

Σ Σ X(M)%(^top exp {- snhtov τ(p)},
n=l p ψt closed orbit

where
/ T(P)

* M = g(φt(x))dt, xep,

Jo

If one defines a "weighted" L-function for φt by

Lg(s, z; X) = expΣ- Σ HlPlY exp{- nhtop (sτ(p) + zτg(p))) >
n = l Tl p φt — closed orbit

then

ηg(s; X) = - A. log Lg(s, z; l)z^ .
az

Analyzing these functions (see [2] and [8]), we have

PROPOSITION 12. 1) ηg(s; X) is analytic when &es > 1.

2) ηg(s;ΐ) has an analytic extension to a neighborhood of
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except for a simple pole at s = 1 of residue gdμ.

3) If χ φ l ? ηg(s; X) is analytic in some neighborhood of &e.s > 1.

For each i e G , we set

where in the summations p runs over all ^rorbit cycles with [p(p)] e

and τ(p) < (log Γ)//ιtop. Since

J i jfCr zee

Tauberian theorem implies that

We can also conclude πg(st, T) log T - Fg(s/, T). Therefore

fiτίt,Λg) = πg(<sf> e x p ( Γ + ε)/ιtop) - πg(s/, exp(T - e)Λtop)

^ {Λtop TftG}"1 exp (/ιtop Γ) ί gdμ {exp (eΛtop) - exp (-εΛtop)},

hence

μτ^Λs) — • I gdμ and μTtetΛg)lμτ.et*(g) — > i
J UM

for any i , ^ e G .

We now examine the measure vτ>ε^. Since

{- nshtov τ(p)}

contains the essential part of r]g(s; X), one obtains

t̂op Σ *g(P) - e x P (Λtop T) [gdμ ,

which leads us to Theorem 2.
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